Determination of surface tension and surface thermodynamic properties of nano-ceria by low temperature heat capacity
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Abstract

The surface tension and surface thermodynamic properties play a decisive role in research and applications of nano materials, but they are difficult to be determined, as there is no precise method to measure these properties of nano materials. Herein, we derived the relations between the molar surface thermodynamic functions, surface heat capacity, and particle size. On this basis, a new low-temperature heat capacity method for determining the surface tension and the surface thermodynamic functions of nano materials was proposed. We measured the low temperature heat capacities of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ in temperature range from 1.9 K to 300 K at constant pressure by the Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS). The surface tensions and corresponding temperature coefficients of nano-CeO$_2$ were calculated at different temperatures, and then the surface thermodynamic functions were obtained. The results show that the molar heat capacities of nano-CeO$_2$ are greater than that of the corresponding bulk CeO$_2$ in temperature range from 1.9 K to 300 K. The molar surface enthalpy and molar surface entropy of nano-CeO$_2$ increase with the increase of temperature, while surface tension, temperature coefficient, and molar surface Gibbs energy decrease with the increase of temperature. The proposed low temperature heat capacity method can not only accurately measure surface tension, temperature coefficient, and surface thermodynamic functions of nanoparticles at different temperatures, it also provides a reliable and an accurate experimental method for solving the thermodynamic problems of nanoparticles.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The surface effects result in the peculiar physical and chemical properties of nano materials [1]. In order to illustrate the influence of surface effects on the physical and chemical properties of nano materials in various processes, a variety of nano-physical chemistry theories have been proposed, such as the thermodynamic theory of nanoparticles [2–4], nano reaction kinetic theory [5–9], nano phase transition theory [10–12], thermodynamic adsorption theory, and others [13,14]. In these theoretical equations describing the surface effects of nano materials in various processes, both the surface thermodynamic properties and the surface tension (or interfacial tension) are included. These equations also show that the surface thermodynamic properties are related to the surface tension. Therefore, the mechanism and influence of the surface effects can be clarified, and all nano thermodynamic theories can be applied accurately, once the problem of surface tension measurement is solved.

Some studies have recently been reported on the surface tension of nanoparticles, however, most of them mainly focused on the theoretical aspect [15,16] and simulation calculation [17]. The experimental determinations of surface tension are rarely reported. Zhang et al. [2] obtained the surface tension of nanoparticles by measuring their solubility in water at different temperatures. However, the surface tension they got was actually the interfacial tension between the nanoparticles and the water, rather than the surface tension between the nanoparticles and the gas. Cuenot et al. [18] measured the surface tension of nano-Ag and nano-Pb by atomic force microscopy, but this method has poorly repeatability and large measurement error [19]. At present, the problem of determining surface tension of nanoparticles needs urgent attention. Therefore, it is necessary to find an accurate and a reliable
method to measure the surface tension and surface thermodynamic properties of nanoparticles.

Nano-CeO$_2$ is widely used in adsorption, catalysis, photo-catalysis, and other fields [20,21], which are related to the surface thermodynamic properties of nano-CeO$_2$. Measuring the surface tension of nano-CeO$_2$ would be helpful to analyze various surface processes of nano-CeO$_2$. In this paper, the relations between the molar surface thermodynamic functions, surface heat capacity, and particle size was derived theoretically. Experimentally, a new method was used to measure the heat capacity of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ in temperature range from 1.9 K to 300 K. The surface tension and temperature coefficient of nano-CeO$_2$ were calculated using heat capacity data, and then the molar surface enthalpy, molar surface entropy, and molar surface Gibbs energy of nano-CeO$_2$ were obtained.

2. Theory

2.1. Surface thermodynamics of nanoparticles

The Gibbs energy of the nanoparticles can be expressed as follows [2,22],

$$G = G^b + G^s = G^b + \sigma A$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $G^b$ and $G^s$ are respectively the surface Gibbs energy and the Gibbs energy of the corresponding bulk materials; $\sigma$ and $A$ are respectively the surface tension and the total surface area of nanoparticles.

For spherical nanoparticles, the surface Gibbs energy can be reduced to

$$G^s_m = \sigma A_m = \frac{3\sigma V_m}{r}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $V_m$ and $r$ are the molar volume and the radius of nanoparticles, respectively.

By substituting Eq. (2) into the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation\(\sigma(G/T)/\partial T\)_p = \(-H/T^2\), the molar surface enthalpy $H^s_m$ can be obtained,

$$H^s_m = \frac{3\sigma V_m}{r} \left[ 1 - \frac{T}{e^\sigma} \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial T} \right]_p - \frac{T}{e^\sigma} \int \sigma \frac{\partial T}{\partial T} dT$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $e = (\partial V/\partial P)_T/V$ is the coefficient of volume expansion.

Similarly, the molar surface entropy $S^s_m$ can be obtained by substituting Eq. (2) into $S = -(\partial G/\partial T)_p A_m$,

$$S^s_m = \frac{3\sigma V_m}{r} \left[ \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial T} \right]_p + \frac{2}{3} T \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

In Eqs. (2)–(4), the magnitude of $\partial \sigma/\partial T_p$ is $10^{-4}$ and is less than zero, the magnitude of $\sigma$ is $10^{-6}$ and is greater than zero [2]. So, it can be seen from Eqs. (2)–(4) that the surface thermodynamic functions are positive, and the smaller the particle size is, the greater the surface thermodynamic functions are.

Substituting Eq. (3) into the heat capacity definition $C^s_p.m = (\partial H_m/\partial T)_p$, the expression of molar surface heat capacity $C^s_p.m$ at constant pressure is as follows

$$C^s_p.m = -\frac{V_m}{r} \left[ 2\sigma \left( \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial T} \right)_p + \frac{4}{3} \sigma \frac{\partial^2 \sigma}{\partial T^2} + \frac{3}{3} \left( \frac{\partial^2 \sigma}{\partial T^2} \right)_p \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Generally, the magnitudes of $\sigma V_m$, $(\partial \sigma/\partial T)_p$, $\sigma$, $(\partial^2 \sigma/\partial T^2)_p$, and $(\partial^2 \sigma/\partial T^2)_p$ are $10^{-1}$-$10^{6}$N.m$^{-1}$ [22], $10^{-5}$m$^2$.mol$^{-1}$, $10^{-9}$-$10^{-6}$ K$^{-1}$ [23], $10^{-6}$ N.m$^{-1}$.K$^{-2}$ and $10^{-4}$ N.m$^{-1}$.K$^{-1}$, respectively. In Eq. (5), the two items $2\sigma(\partial \sigma/\partial T)_p$ and $4\sigma^2/3$ can be ignored, and the other two items in the square brackets are negative, so the surface heat capacity increases with particle size decreases.

2.2. The low temperature heat capacity method

We first measured the heat capacity of the nano materials and bulk materials in temperature range from 1.9 K to 300 K. The relation between the heat capacity and temperature in temperature range from 0 K to 300 K was obtained by fitting the heat capacity data.

The molar entropy of nanoparticles ($H^s_m$) and bulk materials ($H^b_m$) can be derived by the following equations [24–26],

$$H^s_m(T) = H^s_m(0K) + \int_0^T C^s_m dT$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$H^b_m(T) = H^b_m(0K) + \int_0^T C^b_m dT$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Combining Eqs. (6) and (7), the changes of surface entropy and surface Gibbs energy can be obtained by subtracting the enthalpy changes of the bulk material from that of the nanoparticles as follows,

$$\Delta H_m = H^s_m(T) - H^b_m(T) = \Delta H^b_m(0K) + \Delta H^s_m(0K)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where the $\Delta H^b_m(0K) = H^b_m(0K) - H^b_m(0K)$.

$$\Delta H^s_m = \int_0^T C^s_m dT = \int_0^T C^b_m dT$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Similarly, the changes of surface entropy and surface Gibbs energy can be obtained,

$$\Delta S^s_m = \int_0^T C^s_m dT - \int_0^T C^b_m dT$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$\Delta G^s_m = \Delta H^s_m - T \Delta S^s_m$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where superscript nm and b represent the nano materials and the bulk materials, respectively.

The surface Gibbs energy change $\Delta G^s_m$ is expressed as follows,

$$\Delta G^s_m = \Delta G^s(\sigma A_m)$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

and hence the surface Gibbs energy change $\Delta G^s_m$ of the temperature change process from $T_{T_n-1}$ to $T_n$ can be expressed as follows,

$$\Delta G^s_m = \Delta G^s_m - \Delta T^s_m = \frac{(\sigma T_{T_n}) - (\sigma T_{T_n-1})}{T_{T_n}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Since the expansion coefficient $\alpha$ of the solid is small, the surface area in the temperature range $T_n$ to $T_{T_n-1}$ can be considered as a constant if the temperature change $(T_n - T_{T_n-1})$ is also small, so Eq. (14) can be obtained,

$$\Delta G^s_m = \frac{(\sigma T_{T_n}) - (\sigma T_{T_n-1})}{T_{T_n}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

We can get the $(\partial \sigma/\partial T)_p$ by dividing Eq. (14) by the temperature change $\Delta\sigma/T_{T_n-1}$. 


&nabla;\Delta_{T_{n+1}}^{T_n} \frac{G_m}{A_{m,T_{n+1}}} = \frac{(\sigma_{T_n} - \sigma_{T_{n-1}})}{A_{m,T_{n+1}}} \approx \frac{\partial \sigma}{\partial T}_{p,T_n} A_{m,T_{n+1}}, (15)

where the $A_{m,T_{n+1}} = T_n - T_{n-1}$.

However, if the temperature changes, the radius of the nanoparticles $r$, density $\rho$ and molar surface area $A_{m}$ will also change accordingly. In order to ensure the accuracy and reliability of data processing, the surface area in the one temperature interval is regarded as a constant when calculating Eqs. (14) and (15). The surface area of nanoparticles at different temperature intervals can be calculated by the expansion coefficient.

After getting the temperature coefficient at $T_n$, for a temperature interval from $T_{n-1}$ to $T_n$, there is

$$\sigma_{T_{n-1}} = \sigma_{T_n} - (\partial \sigma/\partial T)_{p,T_n} A_{m,T_{n-1}}$$ (16)

The surface tension at $T_n$ can be obtained by substituting Eq (16) into Eq. (13) as follows,

$$\sigma_{T_n} = \sigma_{T_{n-1}} + (\partial \sigma/\partial T)_{p,T_n} A_{m,T_{n-1}}$$ (17)

After obtaining the surface tension and temperature coefficient, the surface enthalpy, surface entropy and Gibbs energy of nanoparticles at different temperatures can be obtained by Eqs. (2)–(4).

The adsorption of water on the surface of nanoparticles has been known as an unavoidable situation caused by the surface effects of nanoparticles. The surface effects of nanoparticles are resulted from the increase of the proportion of surface atoms to the total number of atoms. The smaller is the size of nanoparticles, the greater will be the specific surface area, the greater the surface energy and the more unstable the nanoparticles are. The hydration on surface of nanoparticles can reduce surface tension and surface energy [27,28], which consequently enhances the stability of the nanoparticles. In consequence, the hydration will decrease the surface thermodynamic properties. On this condition, this situation have been taken into consideration in theoretical derivation and experimental research. The formula above and the following experimental method are both universally applied to the case of water or no water on the surface of nanoparticles.

3. Experimental details

3.1. Experiment reagent

During the course of this study, all the materials used are analytically pure without further purification, as shown in Table 1.

3.2. Preparation and characterization of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$

Nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ were prepared by hydrothermal method. First, 6.5 g of Ce(NO$_3$)$_3$·6H$_2$O (Aladdin) was dissolved in 30 mL distilled water at room temperature and then added 30 mL of 2.5% aqueous ammonia dropwise for the stirring. Then added 90 mL distilled water to the above solution and obtained brown suspension. The brown suspension was transferred to a 200 mL sealed Teflon-lined autoclave and heated to 200 °C for 24 h. After a Natural cooling to the room temperature, the precursor powder was collected by centrifugation. Then wash it several times with DI water and ethanol. Next the precursor powder was dried in air for a while, and calcined in air at 400 °C for 2 h. Finally, the nano-CeO$_2$ was obtained in muff furnace with a heating rate of 3 °C/min. Nano-CeO$_2$ can be converted into bulk CeO$_2$ in virtue of directional crystallization on nano-CeO$_2$ surface using crystal seed method. However, the nano-CeO$_2$ sample does not change into that of bulk CeO$_2$ during the heat capacity measurement. The bulk CeO$_2$ was prepared in virtue of adding nano-CeO$_2$ to the hydrothermal reaction system for repeated hydrothermal reactions. As you can see from the TG diagram (Fig. S1), all the Ce(OH)$_x$ in the precursor can be completely converted into CeO$_2$ by calcination at 400 °C. Fig. 1 shows the XRD pattern of the prepared CeO$_2$ sample, and it can be seen from Fig. 1 that the diffraction peaks have a good match with cubic fluorite CeO$_2$ (JCPDS 34–0394). The diffraction peaks is very sharp and there are no other impurity peaks. Therefore, the prepared sample has high purity and crystallinity. According to the Scherer equation, the average diameter of the nano-CeO$_2$ sample was calculated to be 13.4 nm.

The SEM photographs of samples are shown in Fig. 2. As can be seen from Fig. 2a, the morphology of nano-CeO$_2$ is nearly spherical and the sizes are consistent with the results calculated by Scherrer formula. The XPS characterization was also performed on the nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ (Fig. S2), the results show that the Ce(IV)/Ce(III) of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ are respectively 12.05 and 17.36, and Ce/O of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ are respectively 0.546 and 0.537. Therefore, the composition of the nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ is basically the same. Apart from the surface effects, there is no other difference between nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$.

![Fig. 1. The XRD patterns of 13.4 nm and bulk CeO$_2$.](image)

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Molecular formula</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Purity (wt.%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cerium(III) nitrate</td>
<td>Ce(NO$_3$)$_3$·6H$_2$O</td>
<td>Aladdin</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonium hydroxide</td>
<td>NH$_3$·H$_2$O</td>
<td>Beijing huateng chemical co. Ltd., China</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>CH$_3$COOH</td>
<td>Tianjin fengchuan chemical reagent technology co. Ltd., China</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* According to the suppliers.
3.3. Heat capacity measurement

The measurement to the heat capacity of the nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ in the temperature range from 1.9 K to 300 K was conducted by Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS). The PPMS refers to an instrument which was developed by Quantum Design Company of America. The company works to explore the various physical properties of materials. The heat capacity of a small number of samples can be automatically measured in the temperature range of 1.9 K to 400 K and the variable magnetic field range of 9 T. The PPMS applies the relaxation method and the adiabatic method to measuring the heat capacity of samples. The system maintains a high vacuum during the measurement, and the top of the sample is also equipped with a heat shield, which can effectively prevent heat loss via convection and radiation. Moreover, the PPMS system has an automatic calibration program and built-in background heat elimination, which ensures more accurate measurement result. Lashley et al. [29] and Kennedy et al. [30] provided details of many instruments and data analysis so that readers can refer to their essays for more information. In this experiment, the selected temperature for measuring the heat capacity of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ was 1.9 K to 300 K, and the magnetic field was set to 0.

The CeO$_2$ powder has a low thermal conductivity, hence, the Apezon N grease (M&I Materials LTD, UK) was mixed with 10 mg of samples and placed them in a small copper cup (Alfa Aesar copper foil, 99.999%, 0.025 mm thick). The copper cup can be made by ourselves, and then the mixture was compressed with a stainless steel die, so that the heat capacity can be measured on the PPMS heat capacity test platform. The PPMS software, which can subtract the heat capacity of addenda under the sample measurement temperature, is able to automatically calculate the heat capacity of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$. The addition of the Apezon N grease helped realize better thermal contact between the platform and the sample disc. The PPMS method described above, which can express effectiveness and feasibility, can be also verified by the measurement of the heat capacity of copper powder samples (99.999%, Alfa Aesar) as a temperature function. The accuracy of measuring heat capacity is determined by measuring the heat capacity of high purity copper pellet of the standard material. The accuracy is respectively $\pm2\%$ below 20 K and $\pm0.6\%$ above 20 K. During the determination of powder samples, a technique discussed by Shi et al. [31] was used to measure the powder samples with an accuracy of $\pm2\%$ below 20 K and $\pm1\%$ above 20 K respectively.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Results of heat capacity measurement

The molar heat capacity datas of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ measured by PPMS calorimeter are shown in Fig. 3, and the inset shows the same datas in a limited temperature range below 15 K. The detailed experimental datas are listed in Table S1.

It can be clearly seen from Fig. 3 that the heat capacity curves of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ are smooth and there is no anomalies such as phase change in the temperature range from 1.9 K to 300 K. The heat capacity of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ increase with the increase of temperature, which is consistent with the experimental result in the literature [32]. In addition, the heat capacity of the bulk CeO$_2$ is in good agreement with that of the bulk CeO$_2$ in the literature [33].

When the temperature is lower than 10 K, the heat capacity increases slowly with the increase of temperature, and when it is higher than 50 K, the heat capacity increases rapidly with the increase of temperature, while the increase of the heat capacity of...
enthalpy is and the higher the energy of nano-CeO$_2$ is $^{[34]}$. At the energy term will enhance with the growth of the specific surface area. The higher the specific surface area is, the greater the energy of nano-CeO$_2$ is. When the temperature reaches about 270 K, the specific surface area is greater than 15 K, the lattice vibration is the main contribution. There are other odd powers in Eq. (18), which represent the Debye and the Einstein functions and the adjustment coefficients $m$, $n$, $a$ and $b$ are the adjustment coefficients. $\gamma$ is the ideal gas constant. The fitting parameters of heat capacity in the temperature range below 10 K and increases with temperature. The higher the specific surface area is, the greater the energy of nano-CeO$_2$ is $^{[34]}$. At the same temperature, the energy of nano-CeO$_2$($dH = C_p dT$) is higher than that of bulk CeO$_2$, so the heat capacity of nano-CeO$_2$ is larger.

In order to carry out a detailed discussion and obtain accurate data to calculate the change of thermodynamic functions, the temperature range from 1.9 K to 300 K was subdivided into three suitable temperature intervals, and the heat capacity was fitted. When the temperature is higher than 10 K, the resulting heat capacity can be described by the three theoretical functions of lattice vibration, electron and magnetic contributions. The relationship between the electron contribution and temperature $T$ is linear, and in order to describe the contribution of the lattice, the odd-power series in $T$ is generally used to represent the oxidizes of CeO$_2$ without considering the magnetic contribution $^{[35–38]}$:

$$C_p = \gamma T + B_3 T^3 + B_5 T^5$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

For low temperature heat capacity, the linear term $\gamma T$ plays a very important role. The properties of different materials are different, so the contribution of the linear term $\gamma T$ to the heat capacity is also different. There are other odd powers in Eq. (18), which represent the harmonic lattice model. When the temperature is greater than 15 K, the lattice vibration is the main contribution to the heat capacity, so the Debye function and the Einstein function are combined to express it. The heat capacity data less than 1.9 K can be obtained by extrapolating from Eq. (18). The fitting parameters below 10 K are listed in Table 2.

As can be seen from Table 2, the electronic contribution of the heat capacity in the whole is still significant in the very low temperature range (0 K–3 K). When the temperature increases, the lattice contribution becomes the dominant factor. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the difference of heat capacity between nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ is more obvious at higher temperature, and the main contribution is the difference of lattice contribution between the nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$. Because of the high proportion of the total number of atoms on the surface of the nanoparticles, the surface effect is very strong, so the surface tension and surface energy are higher than those of the corresponding bulk materials.

Under the action of the surface tension of nanoparticles, it can produce elastic deformation and lattice contraction. The smaller the nanoparticles are, the larger the lattice shrinkage will be $^{[39]}$. The heat capacity of the samples in the temperature range from 10 K to 50 K was polynomial fitting $^{[36,40]}$. The fitting equation is as follows, and the fitting parameters are shown in Table 3.

$$C_p = A_0 + A_1 T + A_2 T^2 + A_3 T^3 + A_4 T^4 + A_5 T^5$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)

We used the Debye-Einstein equation to fit experimental datasets over a temperature range of 50 K as follows,

$$C_p = mD(\theta_D) + nE(\theta_E) + aT + bT^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

$$D(x) = 9R \frac{1}{x} \int_0^{x} \frac{x^{1/3} \mathrm{e}^{x}}{(\mathrm{e}^{x} - 1)^2} \mathrm{d}x = \theta_D / T$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

$$E(x) = 3Rx^2 \cdot \frac{\mathrm{e}^{x^2}}{(\mathrm{e}^{x^2} - 1)^2} = \theta_E / T$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where $D(\theta_D)$ and $E(\theta_E)$ represent the Debye and the Einstein equation, respectively; $\theta_D$ and $\theta_E$ represent the Debye temperature and the Einstein temperature, respectively; $m$, $n$, $a$ and $b$ are the adjustment coefficients; $R$ is the ideal gas constant.

The fitting parameters of heat capacity in the temperature range from 50 K to 300 K are shown in Table 4.

As can be seen from Table 4, the Debye temperature of nano-CeO$_2$ is lower than that of bulk CeO$_2$, and the heat capacity of nano-CeO$_2$ is larger than that of the bulk CeO$_2$. The sum of the coefficients $n$ and $m$ in Eq. (20) is theoretically approximately equal to the atomic number of per unit formula, and the observed value of 2.9 for nano-CeO$_2$ and 2.6 for bulk are in good agreement with the expected value.

In order to calculate the surface tension and temperature coefficient at different temperatures. Hayashi et al. $^{[41]}$ calculated the density of CeO$_2$ at 298 K and the coefficient of thermal expansion of CeO$_2$ from 100 K to 900 K (Fig. S3). The particle size $r$, molar surface area $A_m$, and molar volume $V_m$ of the 13.4 nm (298 K) nano-CeO$_2$ were calculated in temperature range from 100 K to 300 K, and the calculation interval was 1 K. (Fig. S4).

### 4.2. Surface tension and temperature coefficient of nano-CeO$_2$

The thermodynamic properties can be obtained by substituting the measured heat capacity data of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ into Eqs. (9)–(11) (Table S2). The results are shown in Fig. 4.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the enthalpy change and entropy change of nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ increase with the increase of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| The fit parameters for $C_{p,m}$ at constant pressure ($p = 0.10$ MPa) for nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ from 2 K to 10 K$^c$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>13.4 nm</th>
<th>Bulk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>5.0372e-04</td>
<td>1.5413e-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_3$</td>
<td>1.3587e-04</td>
<td>5.0924e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B_5$</td>
<td>4.0449e-08</td>
<td>5.1726e-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMS$^a$</td>
<td>3.7722</td>
<td>3.1663</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ $u(T) = \pm 0.01$ K and $u(p) = \pm 0.05$ kPa.

$^b$ $u(l) = \pm 1.0$ nm.

$^c$ $u(l) = \pm 0.5$ μm.

### Table 3

The fitting parameters for heat capacity data at constant pressure ($p = 0.10$ MPa) for nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ from 10 K to 50 K$^c$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>13.4 nm</th>
<th>Bulk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_{ij}$ $\cdot$ mol$^{-1}$ $\cdot$ K$^{-1}$</td>
<td>-0.43810</td>
<td>-0.61770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{ij}$ $\cdot$ mol$^{-1}$ $\cdot$ K$^{-2}$</td>
<td>0.13250</td>
<td>0.17360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{ij}$ $\cdot$ mol$^{-1}$ $\cdot$ K$^{-3}$</td>
<td>-0.01434</td>
<td>-0.01788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{ij}$ $\cdot$ mol$^{-1}$ $\cdot$ K$^{-4}$</td>
<td>8.2100e-04</td>
<td>8.5820e-04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{ij}$ $\cdot$ mol$^{-1}$ $\cdot$ K$^{-5}$</td>
<td>-1.4410e-05</td>
<td>-1.4030e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{ij}$ $\cdot$ mol$^{-1}$ $\cdot$ K$^{-6}$</td>
<td>8.7100e-08</td>
<td>8.0740e-08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RMS$^a$ | 0.70703 | 0.27070 |

$^a$ $u(T) = \pm 0.01$ K and $u(p) = \pm 0.05$ kPa.

$^b$ $u(l) = \pm 1.0$ nm.

$^c$ $u(l) = \pm 0.5$ μm.
temperature, while the Gibbs energy decreases with the increase of temperature. There is significant difference in thermodynamic properties between nano-CeO\(_2\) and bulk CeO\(_2\). The difference between the change of the thermodynamic functions of nano-CeO\(_2\) and bulk CeO\(_2\) are the change of the molar surface thermodynamic functions (Table S3).

The Gibbs energy change \(\Delta G_m(T,1)\) of each interval of 1 K were calculated by Eq. (13) in temperature range from 100 K to 300 K. The Gibbs energy change \(\Delta G_m(T,1)\) and surface area \(A_m\) at different temperatures were substituted into Eq (14) to calculate the temperature coefficient of nano-CeO\(_2\) in the temperature range from 100 K to 300 K. The result is shown in Fig. 5.

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the surface tension temperature coefficient of the nano-CeO\(_2\) decreases with the increase of temperature in the range of 100 K–300 K, and is approximately linearly related.

The surface tension of nano-CeO\(_2\) in the temperature range from 100 K to 300 K was calculated by substituting the temperature coefficient \(\langle \sigma / T \rangle_p\) and the molar surface area \(A_m\) into Eq. (17). The result is shown in Fig. 6.

As shown in Fig. 6, the surface tension of nano-CeO\(_2\) decreases with the increase of temperature in the temperature range from 100 K to 300 K, which is consistent with the experimental result in the literature [42]. This is because as the temperature rises, the lattice of nanoparticles expands and the force between atoms weakens, causing the surface tension of the nanoparticles to decrease. The influence law is consistent with the bulk materials.

### 4.3. The surface thermodynamic functions and the surface heat capacity of nano-CeO\(_2\)

On the basis of obtaining temperature coefficient and surface tension of nano-CeO\(_2\), the surface enthalpy \(H_m\), surface entropy \(S_m\) and surface Gibbs energy \(G_m\) of nano-CeO\(_2\) can be obtained by Eqs. (2)–(4), respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 shows that the surface enthalpy and surface entropy of nano-CeO\(_2\) increase with the increase of temperature, while the surface Gibbs energy decreases with the increase of temperature, which is consistent with the experimental results in the literature [43]. This is because the molar surface area increases slowly with the increase of temperature, while the surface tension decreases significantly with the increase of temperature, resulting in the surface Gibbs energy decreases with the increase of temperature.

### 4.4. Surface heat capacity

The surface heat capacity of nano-CeO\(_2\) is calculated by
substituting the obtained surface tension and temperature coefficient into Eq. (5), which is called the calculated surface heat capacity (Table S4). The surface heat capacity of nano-CeO$_2$ determined by experiment, namely the measured surface heat capacity, can also be obtained by subtracting the bulk heat capacity from the heat capacity of nano-CeO$_2$. The calculated surface heat capacity data and the measured surface heat capacity data were plotted together as shown in Fig. 8.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, the calculated surface heat capacity is consistent well with the measured data, which indicates that the method of measuring surface tension and the temperature coefficient by low temperature heat capacity is reliable. Moreover, it also shows that the relationship between the surface thermodynamic functions and surface heat capacity of nanoparticles is accurate.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a new method of measuring surface tension and surface thermodynamic functions of nanoparticles is proposed, namely low temperature heat capacity method. In this paper, the low temperature heat capacity of the nano-CeO$_2$ and bulk CeO$_2$ in the temperature range from 1.9 K to 300 K was measured by PPMS for the first time, and then obtained the surface tension and surface thermodynamic functions of nano-CeO$_2$ by the method. The results show that the surface enthalpy and surface entropy of nano-CeO$_2$ increase with the increase of temperature, and the surface Gibbs energy and the surface tension decrease with the increase of temperature. At a certain constant pressure, the surface heat capacity of nano-CeO$_2$ tends to rise first and then fall with the increase of temperature. The method proposed can not only accurately measure the surface tension and the surface thermodynamic functions of nanoparticles at different temperatures, but
also has important scientific significance and practical significance for the research and application of nano-thermodynamics.
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